
 → Regular Member fees are calculated based on the amount of 
different types of packaging placed onto the Irish market at different 
stages along the packaging supply chain (see fee table below). 

 Please note that from H1 2023 there will be no fee associated with 
data reported at the distributor stage. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 → Businesses are required to determine the weights of 
packaging they handle or supply. Repak is here to help, guide 
and support every ‘Major Producer’ along the way. 

 → If your business has been trading for longer 
than one year it is liable for back fees.

 → Repak has two methods for businesses joining as Regular Members:

 → STANDARD JOINING PROCESS  
Full compliance after the submission of up-to-date 
packaging statistics and when invoices are paid in full.

 → FAST TRACK PROCESS  
Compliance achieved at the start of the process through 
the payment of an initial joining fee. Full compliance is then 
provided after the submission of up-to-date packaging statistics 
and when invoices are paid in full. This option is available at 
Repak’s discretion and is subject to terms and conditions.
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Manufacturer

 €2.09  €2.09  €2.09  €2.09  €2.42  €2.42  €2.42  €2.42  €2.42  €2.42  €2.09  €2.42  €2.42  €2.42 

Convertor  €2.09  €2.09  €2.09  €2.09  €2.42  €2.42  €2.42  €2.42  €2.42  €2.42  €2.09  €2.42  €2.42  €2.42 

Brandholder 
/ Importer & 
Distributor

 €29.54  €10.86  €57.58  €80.26  €102.72  €102.72  €292.03  €102.72  €102.72  €102.72  €13.03  €102.72  €292.03  €292.03 

Retailer  €4.18  €4.18  €4.18  €4.18  €4.83  €4.83  €4.83  €4.83  €4.83  €4.83  €4.18  €4.83  €4.83  €4.83 

TOTAL Per tonne 
(if paying full fee)

 €37.90  €19.22  €65.94  €88.62  €112.39  €112.39  €301.70  €112.39  €112.39  €112.39  €21.39  €112.39  €301.70  €301.70 



When joining Repak it may be the first time that your business has compiled 
an expert service that can support your business every step of the way.

Repak can support your business in the following ways:

 → Complimentary Packaging Audit  
Repak can conduct an audit to see if your business has an obligation with 
the Packaging Regulations - at no cost.

 → Free Statistical Training  
Provision of free training at your premises to calculate the quantity 
of packaging your business places on the Irish market. Training will be 
provided within two weeks of submitting an application form and is 
usually divided into two components; the first is a broad overview of the 
Regulations; the second is tailored information relevant to your business.   

 → First Completed Packaging Returns  

Repak can submit your business’ initial Packaging Returns at no charge, 
making it straightforward to become a Repak Member.

 → Yearly Packaging Statistics  

Once you have joined Repak, we can provide details of approved 
consultants that can be employed by your company to help in the 
collation and provision of on-going, yearly packaging statistics. Statistics 
are required bi-yearly; February (July to December the previous year) 
and August (January to June of the current year).

For further information or to book training, please contact  
our Sales team on 01 4670190 or email sales@repak.ie

Packaging Statistics & Training


